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MLI

– tailored upgrade programmes
for the Bv 206

A unique way of
restoring used
vehicles to
nearly-new

Tailored add-on
units optimised
for particular
functions

MLI (Mid Life Improvement) is a tried and tested

A significant component of our service is the manu-

upgrade programme for the Bv 206 tracked vehicle

facture of customised add-on units. A wide range is

developed in collaboration with BAE Systems Hägg-

available, including auxiliary hydraulic systems, load

lunds. The programme provides customers with a

changers, flat-beds, cranes and modules such as

vast range of options covering everything from the

ambulance modules, rest cabins or rescue modules.

scope of the upgrade to the tracked vehicle’s final

We can build whatever you need to fulfil your requi-

design and use.

rements and optimise your operations.
Our customers include organisations in many sec-

MLI provides high performance
and reliability

tors, including energy, healthcare, rescue services
and research.

Generally customers approach us with a tracked

The final product is not just a tailored vehicle with

vehicle that they have acquired themselves, but it

optimum durability, accessibility, low ground pres-

is also possible to obtain an upgrade including a Bv

sure and a long operating life. It also assures a high

206. The highest level of upgrade provides a vehicle

level of safety as we take full responsibility and pro-

in new condition with a one-year/3000-km warranty

vide complete documentation as well as guaranteed

at a highly competitive price.

access to servicing and spare parts. Plus of course
it includes access to our broad range of competen-

The MLI-programme contains:

ce and three decades of experience.

• New engine: STEYR, 6-cylinder turbocharged diesel.
• New gear box: MERCEDES 7-step automatic.

Did you know that...

• New intercooler.

… at STV (previously a part of Berco) we have been

• New water cooling system.

supplying customised tracked vehicles and add-on

• New cooling fan.

units since 1986

• New gear oil cooling system.

… we have a long history of close collaboration with

• New throttle control.
• New gearshift control.
• New vehicle exhaust system.
• New fuel system.
• New air intake system.
• New electrical system.
• New diesel heater.
• Front car body modification

BAE Systems Hägglunds
The new 6-cylinder Steyr engine is
both fuel-efficient and reliable.

… we have supplied tracked vehicles to every corner
of the world, including a number of polar expeditions
… the secret to our high quality mainly lies in our
sound design skills, careful choice of components
and meticulous production controls
… our products are environmentally friendly thanks
to excellent fuel economy and low ground pressure
… we also supply brand new TL6 tracked vehicles.

